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• Why should I review my plan?
• What should I do?
• Tools and Resources to help
Why should I review my plan?
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What should I do?

• Take a walk in your woods!
Questions to ask

• Is my Tree Farm growing the way I want it to?
Questions to ask

• How many acres did I harvest, plant or treat?
Questions to ask

• What wildlife do I want? Have I created, enhanced or protected their habitat?
Questions to ask

• How are my roads and trails?
Questions to ask

• How have I addressed threats?
Questions to ask

• Are my property boundaries marked?
Questions to ask

• How has my family or economic situation changed?
Questions to ask

- What about natural disasters?
Tools and Resources to help

- ATFS Management Plan Addendum
- ATFS Management Plan template
Tools and Resources to help

• Service Directory
• Woodland Owners Resource
• ATFS Webinar Series
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